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Educational institutions: anti-Hazing Program cHEcklist

usE tHis cHEcklist to dEVEloP and strEngtHEn  
an anti-Hazing Program.

continued

The checklist on the back of this flyer can be used 
as a tool to evaluate or assist in the development of 
a formal anti-hazing program. Although we cover 
a variety of elements, you should always review 
your local laws, as they vary from state to state. 
In addition, your program should be periodically 
reviewed by your legal representative.

Hazing is  
ritualizEd BullYing 

1.5 million
that is the estimated number of high 
school students hazed each year, 
according to the most recent study 
on the subject.1 the study found that 
hazing starts young, and continues 
through high school and college.  
a significant number of students 
(36 percent), according to the study, 
refrain from reporting hazing primarily 
because, “there’s no one to tell.”

Prepare. Protect. Prevail.SM



1 “initiation rites in american High Schools: a National Survey,” alfred University, august 2000, alfred.edu/hs_hazing
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lEarn aBout national Hazing PrEVEntion WEEk.
Visit HazingPrEVEntion.org/Programs/national-Hazing-PrEVEntion-WEEk.
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toPic YEs no commEnts or corrEctiVE action nEEdEd
anti-Hazing Program

is it a formal written program?

is it evaluated every year by the school and legal 
representative?

does your program include the following:

anti-Hazing PolicY

does it include:

a. Notification

b. definitions

c. disciplinary action

d. training

e.  Procedures for reporting, filing and follow up on 
hazing complaints

training Program

do you train staff, students and parents on an 
annual basis?

is there a sign off for participants?

does your training program include the following:

a. definition of hazing

b. explanation of policy

c. local or state laws

d. disciplinary action

e. types of hazing

f. examples of hazing

g. reporting procedures

rEPorting and comPlaint Handling

is there a formal written procedure on how and to 
whom complaints are reported to?

are those persons properly trained?

do your procedures have the following:

a. Process for recording complaints

b. Procedures for investigating

c.  Procedure for following complaint to completion

d.  Written records maintained on all complaints, 
investigations and results

http://www.hazingprevention.org/programs/national-hazing-prevention-week

